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Level 30: Essence (or ethereal body) Retrieval and Restoration (or 

what body snatcher stole my ethereal body?) 

Synchronicity… have you been having LOTS of that lately?  A combination of both Webster and 

Wikipedia say that “Synchronicity is a term used by the Swiss psychologist Carl Jung to 

describe the alignment of universal forces with one's own life experience. Jung believed that 

some, but not all, coincidences were not mere chance, but instead a literal "co-inciding", or 

alignment of forces in the universe to create an event or circumstance. The process of becoming 

intuitively aware and acting in harmony with these forces is what Jung labeled „individuation.‟ 

Jung said that an individuated person would actually shape events around them through the 

communication of their consciousness with the collective unconscious.”   

Come to think about it, this phenomenon happens quite often for us.  In fact, if we actually stop 

to think about it, most (if not ALL) of our work has “come in” this way.  Some event will happen 

to “trigger” the intense need to figure out “something”.  Usually we have no idea where this is all 

going.  We will just go find a quiet place (hopefully near water) and listen to what the universe 

has to say – we spend time trying to figure out what “it” is all about for that moment, time to try 

to connect the dots, time to bounce ideas off of each other (and anyone else that will listen), time 

to do some searches on key words we are given, etc.  Eventually this is what we signed “on” for 

(huh?), but I have to tell you, this is the first time we put the trigger together as part of the whole 

scenario.  What seems random turns out to be some synchronistic event.  It becomes pretty darn 

evident and out and out glaringly obvious that all this fits together.  For example, some situation 

will come up – an email, a phone call, a newspaper or magazine article, a blurp on the TV, a 

conversation overheard, a picture taken out of context for what it was intended, etc.  Something 

will “trigger” something within us.  All the light bulbs go “off” in our heads, in fact, we sort of 

go into an alternate universe – here, but not here.  We become spacey, irritable and totally out-of-

our bodies.  Most of the time it will happen to one of us and the other one of us will try to ground 

and be the note taker for the alternate universe person.  This last time it zonked out both of us – 

man, we pitied anyone around us.  What a ride this past week has been!!! 

This time it was an email from a person we had never heard from… the email had a very short 

introduction about all the things wrong with life this individual.  Following that was 10 pages of 
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evaluations from all kinds of practitioners (literally 23 different ones)… all had completely 

different diagnosis as to what was wrong with the individual.   All areas of the person were 

included… some emotional, some mental, some physical, some spiritual, some energetic – on 

and on and on.  We have never seen such an extensive check list.  This individual had more work 

proposed and done than anyone we had EVER heard about, read about, talked to, etc.  Nothing 

worked, everything was “wrong”, everyone was a charlatan… everything was everyone else‟s 

fault.  Could we help?  A pretty loaded question, don‟t you think?  We wanted to run and run 

away fast. 

Another example is when a person comes to us with pages and pages and pages of all the schools 

and degree they have, conventions attended, classes taken, seminars gone to, gurus studies with, 

etc., but yet they feel empty, alone, unfulfilled, “not here”, worthless, etc. It brings up the 

question of why looking so hard outside of themselves? 

But in checking the person over, we couldn't detect much of an essence. Soul, yes; physical 

body, yes; emotional body, yes; and so on. But, there wasn't much of an ethereal body, what was 

there was like a big sieve. We weren't sure how this individual was even 'here'. This person 

looked like a person does when they translate (die). The ethereal body is that energy field next to 

the body and extends just an inch or two away from our physical bodies and vibrates with the 

lowest frequencies. The ethereal body is concerned with our physical state of wellbeing. (It is 

actually supposed to be the vital body, the first or lowest layer in the 'human energy field".)  

It is said by many to be in immediate contact with the physical body, to sustain it and connect it 

with the higher bodies. The physical body is kept alive and structured by the ethereal body. The 

ethereal body is often seen as a separate body, but it is actually a template, a matrix for the 

physical body. The physical atoms, molecules and cells arrange themselves according to the 

structure of the ethereal body. The ethereal matrix looks like a web of energy lines, like light 

fibers which attract physical matter and arrange it into a physical body. You can say that the 

physical body is a duplicate of the ethereal body. Did you know that with children, when a piece 

of a finger got cut off, the part of the finger will grow back again (for some reason this ability 

gets lost in later years). How do the cells know how to structure themselves in order to grow a 

new finger? It is because they follow the ethereal matrix along which they align themselves. In 

primitive animals, like salamanders, this ability remains for their entire live. They will grow a 

new limb, or tail, easily. The ethereal body is responsible for the pain of so-called phantom 

limbs. It has been a medical mystery for a long time, that when a limb has been amputated, the 

patient will feel pain in this limb that actually is not there anymore. The pain is often long 

lasting. In the light of the above we can explain this pain in phantom limbs. Although the 

physical limb has gone, the ethereal counterpart is still there. The surgical removal of that limb 

created an immense trauma on the body. In normal circumstances traumas settles themselves on 

muscles, creating muscle spasms which in turn creates pain. As the physical body by itself is 

inert, the trauma always happens on the level of the ethereal body, which will pass on the trauma 
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to the physical body, mostly to the muscles. In the case of an amputated limb, the trauma is still 

in the ethereal counterpart of that limb, and thus pain is felt. It just does not have the ability to 

express itself on the physical level. People have successfully removed this 'phantom' pain by 

methods of relaxation, hypnosis and energy work. 

Although the physical body can lose parts or can be deformed during the course of a lifetime, the 

ethereal body should always remain the same. The only change that can happen to the ethereal 

body is constriction on the energy flow through its fibers (also called nadis). This will result in 

ailments and diseases in the physical body. When the nadis are „cleared‟, or the constriction of 

them lifted, by energy healing of one kind or another, the physical ailments or diseases will 

disappear. 

The ethereal body absorbs the solar and lunar pranas (subtle energies) and transforms them into 

the necessary life energies for the physical body. They keep the physical body not only alive but 

also healthy. The ethereal body acts especially on the muscles, and with the ethereal body we 

experience time.  

The physical body, as it is composed of physical matter is by itself inert. It is through the ethereal 

body that we feel pain, suffering, hunger, thirst and other „physical‟ comforts or discomforts. 

Now that you have an idea about how important the ethereal body is, you will understand why it 

“blew” our minds to see this individual‟s lack of one.  Where did it go?  What happened? It was 

intact when we were born (or at least most ALL babies have an intact essence or ethereal body.)  

Now we want you to think of your journey up until this point in time.  Have you ever been drawn 

to an educator, healer, medical doctor, psychologist, chiropractor, massage therapist, sound 

therapy, aroma therapist, acupuncturist, hair dresser, gemologist, herbalist, color therapy, light 

therapy, NLP, hypnotherapy, disease diagnosis (chronic fatigue, fibromyalgia, cancer, heart 

disease, etc.), diet program, etc.  Have you observed a person that you feel is smarter than you 

are and you attach your energy to that individual?  These are examples of things that you could 

give your power to or chord to or examples of things “taking” our energy or parts of our essence  

We have talked before about removing cords but have not talked about removing your energy or 

essence from the thing that you have corded before the cord has been cut.  This we believe is 

one of the problems. 

For those of you who have had surgeries that you have had a part of your physical body removed 

(it could be a tooth, appendix, tonsils, adenoids, any form of amputation, etc.), you must bring 

back the healthy part of your body back to you for your essence to be complete.  This we believe 

is another part of the problem. I (Diane) was in an auto accident about 20 years ago.  I was 

thrown out of the window of my car- my right leg got caught on my way to the pavement. it was 

pretty torn and broken up.  The leg had missing chunks, the knee cap was broken in many pieces 

and part of the bone fork (tibia) that holds the bottom part of the leg in place was totally missing. 

They wanted to amputate my leg.  The orthopedist said he couldn‟t save the leg but I would not 

let him remove it. The doctors put the leg together with literally hundreds of rubber bands and 

staples. The recovery was long and very painful.  I had read somewhere (this was before we had 
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been formally exposed to all this metaphysical stuff, we didn‟t even know it existed) that every 

cell in your body is replaced by one just like it – and in a seven year period, every cell would 

have been replaced.  I thought to myself that I wanted a perfect cell to replace the damaged one 

so I just imagined my leg perfectly healed.  In fact, I never looked at it as less than perfect.  One 

of the things the orthopedist had me do was to look at the mangled leg and “own” it – He told me 

after the operation to re-assemble my leg that I wouldn‟t do it; and not only that, I was going to 

imagine all the missing pieces of my leg back “in” me.  Of course, he looked at me as if I was 

nuts and told me it must be the pain medication.  I just didn‟t want “him” to win… so I persisted 

with my thinking.  Years later, in fact about 7, I went back to this same orthopedist for a post, 

post look-see with x-rays. The x-rays showed a perfect leg with all the bones intact.  He said the 

first x-rays must have been lost and the ones I had weren‟t mine. I had unconsciously brought 

back my missing essence pieces.  Interesting, huh?  We have told this story many times but only 

with the replacing injured cells with perfect ones.  It had never dawned on us until now that I 

also had retrieved my missing parts of my ethereal body.  I am now working on the titanium 

knee that replaced my left knee injured in an auto accident a couple of years ago… funny thing 

is… I know I brought back my essence… now I want a “real” knee… yep, think that is what I 

am working on now - who knows? 

Many of you have the ability to generate a lot of energy or light.  There are people in the world 

that are energy vampires that knowingly tap into people to take their energy for their personal 

use.  You as individuals may or may not know these people.  They could tap into your energy as 

you walk down the street or through a mall.  We are not saying these things so you become 

paranoid, just so you become aware of the possibilities that do exist.  This is one reason that we 

recommend everyone to do the gold light exercise on a regular basis.  This, we believe, is 

another part of the holy or missing ethereal body problem. 

Where do we go from here?  We retrieve all the parts of your essence that have either been taken 

or you have given away.  This process is quite intense on our part because a small part of your 

essence could be located in many places plus we clean your essence of all the pieces that belong 

to others. 

Consider the essence of a new born baby.  This essence is whole and complete at birth and 

remains protected and complete for the few years of life.  Your essence is like your original 

blueprint that your body grows to fulfill. Your divine essence is what man always has been, at 

this moment is, and always will be.  Each living being is a part of the Divine.  It is often 

compared with a star, or a light spark.  Although it seems that each living being is a separate 

light spark in this universe of darkness, our divine essence links us all together, as in the Divine 

there is no distinction, only unity prevails.  Our divine essence does not know duality, only unity. 

Symptoms that may indicate your essence or ethereal body has holes in it: Things to fill or void 

or individual need… You are always searching for something to fill a void and you don‟t even 

know what you are searching for but you keep gathering things that you think could possibly fill 

the need you have.  You can‟t quite seem to heal things that should be healable.  Remember it is 

your essence or ethereal body that helps repair the physical body… if something is missing, it 

can‟t very well work for you, can it? 
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Was this person even real?  Who knows?  If you are familiar at all with any of our story… 

chances are, this person doesn‟t exist here in the 3
rd

 dimension at all.  All we do know is that the 

universe wanted us to present this work. So, here it is.  This work is much like soul retrieval 

BUT this is not soul retrieval.  In soul retrieval, we journey to find all parts of the missing soul 

from all lifetimes, all eras until all parts are placed back together.  The journey takes us across 

many dimensions, eras and time periods.  Essence retrieval is just this lifetime and is the energy 

field just an inch or two away from our physical body and vibrates with the lowest frequencies. 

Again, the ethereal body is concerned with our physical state of wellbeing.  It becomes 

vulnerable when we give away parts of ourselves, have it stolen, or just lose it through daily 

living experiences.  We retrieve all parts of the essence and restore them to the way it was 

originally at birth and will give you exercises so you can keep it intact.  Can you do this 

yourself?  Probably, but you can also pull your own teeth, birth your own babies, set your own 

broken bones, educate or teach yourself all things, etc.  Time is of the essence… do you have the 

time to do this yourself? 

Because of the time involved, the cost will be $855.00.   
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